Ghost Town References

Newspapers

Silverton—giving new spirit to a ghost town: The Seattle Times Pictorial Section, p. 16, 18, April 21, 1968.


Los Conquistadores remember Franklin: The Seattle Times Pictorial Section, p. 21, 23, 24, May 12, 1968.


The ghost town of Monte Cristo ... at the foot of the "mountain of gold": Sunset, p. 18, 20, September 1960.


Franklin—it's about as lost as it can get; there's not much left of the little mining community which was the center of a rip-roaring labor dispute: The Seattle Times Magazine Section, p. 10-11, September 3, 1961.


Lost town of King County—busy Cedar Mountain of former years now is only a memory, by Lucile McDonald: The Seattle Times Magazine Section, p. 2, April 2, 1961.
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Still prospecting for gold—hopeful miners keep digging in Cascades: The Seattle Times Pictorial Section, cover page, p. 4-7, December 30, 1956.


Geiger counters click at Republic as old mining center hopes to build future on uranium, by Lucile McDonald: The Seattle Times Magazine Section, p. 2, September 8, 1957.

Its population has dwindled, but there still is life around Chesaw, old mine town named for Chinese, by Lucile McDonald: The Seattle Times Magazine Section, cover page, p. 2, November 27, 1960.


Looking for a ghost town?—here are several, by Lucile McDonald: The Seattle Times Pictorial Section, p. 22-26, September 25, 1955.
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